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Negotiating Fraught Images 
in a Contemporary Public Sphere
Brianne Cohen and Alexander Streitberger
Abstract: 
General introduction to the thematic issue on the encounter of the photographic and the filmic in the 
modern public sphere.
Résumé: 
Introduction générale à ce numéro special sur la rencontre du photographique et du cinématographique 
dans l’espace public modern.
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This special issue of Image [&] Narrative examines the mediation of fraught images in a contemporary 
public sphere, and within that orbit, the unique role that the photofilmic may play with regard to their 
production, circulation, and reception. The essays compiled here originate from a symposium held in 
October 2013 in Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium, where participants debated the double predicament of 
fraught images in the mass media – their excessive emotional charge as well as their abstracted vacuity, 
both hindering the creation of an “informed” public. Often this results from first their spectacular framing 
in media venues and then their rapid re-circulation and repetition via diverse platforms. One has only to 
think of representations of 9/11, which acted and still act more as an image “event” in toto, or an image 
“complex,” operating with a broader social life across multiple contexts and times. Such an idea is not 
new within visual culture discourses, but the entangled lives of such fraught images in a public sphere 
continue to inspire ever-more creative responses by artists, particularly in the intersection between 
photography and film. Traditionally, both mediums have been instrumental to documentary practices 
and hence an understanding of global conflict and crisis, and their increased digital remediation in novel 
ways in the 21st century offers fertile ground for unpacking, re-functioning, and countering simplified, 
hyper-charged images that dominate the mass media.
 With the rise of the global media industry in this century, one key concern for artists has become 
how to filter and process a non-stop information flow across proliferating media platforms. As artist 
Trevor Paglen states, “It’s a fact, in my opinion, that we have access to more and better information 
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than ever before.” Yet for him, “the dynamics that shape public opinion, the dynamics of an ‘informed 
public,’ and the dynamics of change are extremely messy.”1 In the last century, national newspapers, 
news magazines, and broadcast news gave way to twenty-four-hour news coverage on cable television 
in the 1980s, and that in turn morphed into more popularly-based Internet reporting in the 1990s. Now 
the general public is inundated with an endless stream of information via social networking sites such 
as Twitter, YouTube, Facebook, etc., and encouraged to contribute to the production of such news on 
a ground-up level through these “democratic” means. Sometimes this leads to productive forums for 
citizen journalism, yet at other times, it allows a dominant public to remain superficially engaged with 
static and stock fraught images that can accrue a dangerously charged momentum in broader cultural 
circles.
 Not least of all, the general public must contend with a flood of evermore shocking images, 
an issue still as pertinent today since critiques by Roland Barthes and Susan Sontag. As Katarzyna 
Ruchel-Stockmans elaborates on in her essay concerning a present-day war on images, for example, a 
new genre of “torture porn” has swept online media sources and taken hold of the public’s imagination, 
most famously evidenced by the Abu Ghraib photographs. Such humiliating images serve as “trophy” 
pictures for soldiers, intended perhaps to reach an intimate public through personal blogs but ultimately 
going viral through innumerable media sources. What are the ethical ramifications of recirculating such 
images for a greater public? Does this only foster a privileged, passive voyeurism, or can it spark a 
public outcry to the extent that military and governmental policies respond in kind? In some respects, 
these questions echo the problem of a “victim tradition” in documentary representation and the naïve 
belief that exposing atrocities and hardships—solely through the figures of those suffering from them—
will necessarily lead to a more engaged, informed public and concrete, positive change. Jana J. Haeckel, 
through her multilayered analysis of photographer Eva Leitolf’s seemingly empty images, underscores 
this misconception and stresses the need for more critical spectator engagement in grappling with 
charged images of immigrants, refugees, and so forth. 
 What role may the photofilmic play with regard to such trenchant concerns encompassing 
documentary media, photojournalism, and fraught images in the global mass media today? In popular 
culture, we increasingly encounter hybrid images situated between photography and film on different 
media platforms, such as the Internet, television, and mobile phones. Fragmented, hybrid, and fluctuating 
between stasis and movement, they contribute to what Victor Burgin terms the heterogeneous media 
environment. With the advent of digital technology and the Internet, Burgin observes that “heterogeneous 
and inexhaustible streams of virtual images now perpetually expand and update an image database of 
global extent.”2 In response to this new form of globalized visuality, artists recognize the potential 
of photofilmic images to create instances of countervisuality, to utilize a term advanced by Nicholas 
Mirzoeff.3 It is in the hybrid space between photography and film, between stasis and movement, 
1. See Rene Gabri, “Interview,” Rene – Journalisms – Interview with Trevor Paglen – The Black World of the 
Military – 08.15.05-09.02.05, 16beaver, http://16beavergroup.org/journalisms/2005/09/02/rene-journalisms-
interview-with-trevor-paglen-the-black-world-of-the-military-08-15-05/ (accessed September 23, 2014).
2. Victor Burgin, Situational Aesthetics: Selected Writings, ed. Alexander Streitberger, (Leuven: Leuven University 
Press, 2009), 206.
3. Nicholas Mirzoeff, The Right to Look: A Counterhistory of Visuality (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 
2011).
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heterogeneous temporalities and displays, that many artists are finding imaginative strategies to resist 
a hegemonic visuality in the public sphere and to hopefully transform public opinion and catalyze 
sociopolitical change. Artist Rabih Mroué, for instance, as Pam Scorzin examines in her essay, skillfully 
plays with an interstitial, photofilmic space in order to deconstruct and reposition a flood of ground-
level, mostly mobile-phone-based videos and photos arising out of the Syrian Civil War. Not only do 
these otherwise fleeting, charged images accrue new layers of meaning for a larger public in his artwork, 
but through techniques such as fingerprinting while viewing a photofilmic flipbook, they also implicate 
otherwise distanced viewers. 
 To be sure, the photofilmic may offer two particularly compelling avenues for creating a 
countervisual imaginary: 1) in its mixing of heterogeneous temporalities, opening up space for historical 
resonance, present-day simultaneities, and future possibilities and 2) in its mélange of mediated platforms, 
across analogue and digital planes, touching and implicating spectators in diverse contexts.4 In terms of 
the former, both essays by Katarzyna Ruchel-Stockmans and Katarzyna Bojarska particularly highlight 
this ability of the photofilmic to add a deeper historical register to contemporary images. Ruchel-
Stockmans provides an in-depth analysis of Adam Broomberg and Olivier Chanarin’s War Primer 2 
(2011), as it adopts and adapts Bertolt Brecht’s original War Primer (1955/1998) in order to interrogate 
a 21st century “war on images.” Bojarska, in turn, focuses on the “found footage” of historical memory in 
determining a realm of the visible/sayable and potential countervisualities, pointing to critical artworks 
by Gustav Metzger, Zbigniew Libera, Anna Baumgart, and Yael Bartana. Charting the second possibility 
outlined above, that of the photofilmic to offer a hybrid space among multiple platforms, Brianne Cohen 
investigates the “counterpublic” installations of artist Thomas Hirschhorn. In these complexly mediated 
spaces, Hirschhorn particularly challenges the simplification of the fraught, burning car video clip in 
a European mass media, indicating how it compresses this photofilmic symbol in order to avoid more 
in-depth, difficult discussions concerning postcolonial politics in French and European banlieues. In 
response, Hirschhorn creates a discursively interconnected, temporally heterogeneous, and countervisual 
public sphere to unpack the charged image.
 Spectators are always already implicated in a public space increasingly shaped by fraught images. 
It is almost impossible nowadays to claim ignorance in a world of Wikileaks, where few secrets are left. 
Indeed the facts are out there and available, suggesting a vast potential for a better, more informed 
public. It is how to transform those “matters of fact” into “matters of concern,” as T.J. Demos insists, 
or how to shape the messy dynamics of change, as Paglen phrases it—in other words, how to entangle 
viewers on a deeper level beyond the mere surface of such fraught images—that compels artists today to 
experiment with research-based and multi-platform, hybrid documentary image-making. In his analysis 
4. There has been much scholarship recently concerning photofilmic images in contemporary art and visual 
culture, especially as boundaries between film and photography become even more confounded with newer 
digital technologies. See, for example, Karen Beckman and Jean Ma, eds, Still Moving: Between Cinema and 
Photography (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2008); David Green and Joanna Lowry, eds, Stillness and 
Time: Photography and the Moving Image (Brighton: Photoworks/Photoforum, 2006); Laura Mulvey, Death 
24x a Second: Stillness and the Moving Image (London, 2006); David Campany, Photography and Cinema 
(London: Reaktion Books, 2008); Stefanie Diekmann and Winfried Gerling, eds, Freeze Frames: Zum Verhältnis 
von Fotografie und Film (Bielefeld: Transcript Verlag, 2010); and Alexander Streitberger and Hilde van Gelder, 
“Photo-filmic Images in Contemporary Visual Culture,” Philosophy of Photography, 1, 1 (2010): 48-53.
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of Darren Almond’s post-natural landscapes, signaling a morass of environmental issues, Demos raises 
the issue of hyperobjects, which recalls Jay David Bolter’s and Richard Grusin’s idea of hypermediacy.5 
These two concepts, though utilized in different contexts, are similarly positioned on the side of density 
and complexity, suggesting that immense “assemblages” such as global warming, not only massively 
distributed in real space/time but also now through mediatization, are at this point evident for a public but, 
nonetheless, abidingly difficult to represent and to grasp as matters of deep entanglement, personally and 
collectively. It is within this networked density, in the connective tissue between people and objects, that 
the photofilmic may play a role, in offering compelling countervisual narratives and imagined futures 
for public engagement in pressing contemporary affairs.
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5. See Timothy Morton, “Zero Landscapes in the Time of Hyperobjects,” Graz Architectural Magazine 7 (2011), 
80; and Jay David Bolter and Richard Grusin, Remediation: Understanding New Media (Cambridge, MA: MIT 
press, 1999).
